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Welcoming Minsk city tour
Tour name: Minsk travel
Duration 2-4 days

Get an unforgettable experience, discover Minsk city with our professionals guides, who will
show you the most interesting local sights.
Day 1
Day 2

Tour programme:
Arrival, transfer airport – hotel. Check-in to the Hotel. Rest. Walk through the
evening city. Overnight stay.
Breakfast at the hotel.
Sightseeing excursion in Minsk.
During the sightseeing tour you will get to know the history and culture of the
city, you will have an opportunity to see the most famous sights of the capital of
Belarus. During the sightseeing tour you will get to know the history and culture
of the city, you will have an opportunity to see the most famous sights of the
capital of Belarus. You will have a walking tour through Independence Square;
you will see a uncommon monument of Vladimir Lenin; you will hear the tragic
story of the Church of St. Simeon and St. Helena. From the window of the bus
you may see the building of “Stalin’s Empire” style- the KGB, the Ministry of
Internal Affairs, the largest department store GUM. The KGB building on
Independence Avenue was recognized as the best architectural construction in the
USSR.
You will take a walk along the Upper Town. There will be an opportunity to take
a photo of the beautiful panorama of the city from the observation deck, to see the
Cathedral of Holy Spirit, the Town Hall. On Victory Square you will have a
chance to see one of the most grandiose and majestic architectural ensembles in
Minsk and to make a walk along the streets of Trinity Suburb.
Visit October Street, where the old warehouses turned into a quarter of street art.
It is mostly walking street, so you can enjoy folklore street art and make a photo.

Rest. Overnight stay
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Breakfast at the hotel.
Options to spent a free time for additional charge:
Excursion to industrial enterprises, please make a choice:
Krynitsa or Alivaria Brewery. (-16 EURO per person + transfer)

Visiting soviet style shops and to buy souvenirs:

GUM, avenue Nezavisimosti 21, Metro: Oktybarskaya/Kupalovskaya
TSUM, avenue Nezavisimosti 54, Metro: Oktybarskaya/Kupalovskaya
Na Nemige, Nemiga 8, Metro: Nemiga/Frunzenskaya
Tsentralnij Knizhny Magazin, avenue Nezavisimosti, Metro:
Oktybarskaya/Kupalovskaya
Komarovskij Market (main food market of Minsk - “Komarovka”), Str. Very
Horuzhej 8
Visit to the National Art Museum.
Visit to the Bolshoi Opera and Ballet Theater, the Belarusian Musical Theater,
the State Circus.

Dinner in a local restaurant with Belarusian cuisine.
Free time.
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Breakfast at the hotel.
Departure to the airport.

If desired, you can make changes to the list of sites visited; the cost can be calculated based on the wishes.

*** Please note that we are offering the best hotel rates. However, during the high tourist season the prices at
hotels can be increase, so bookings should be done in advance.






The program includes:
Transfers on a comfortable car with wi-fi. (transfers airport-hotel-airport; hotel- excursion-hotel)
Sightseeing excursion in Minsk.
Dinner in a local restaurant with Belarusian cuisine.
24/7 tourist support during your stay.

Group
Price per person

7 pax

15 pax

75 EURO

56 EURO

Additional charge for accommodation at a 3-5* hotel with breakfast
(city center, near the city center):
Hotel
price per
night/room

Double Tree by
Hilton 5*
EURO
standart

SGL BB
TWIN BB

160
177

EURO
river
view
153
188

Renaissance
5*

Crowne
Plaza 5*

Victoria
Olimp
Hotel 4*

Victoria
4*

Bonhotel
3*

Юбилейная
3*

Sport
time
2*

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

EURO

115
132

115
132

87
110

71
95

70
70

47
61

43
67

E-mail address:
abff.travel@gmail.com
travel.abff@gmail.com

WhatsApp: +375 29 303 37 03
Viber: +375 29 303 37 03
Booking of the tour by phones:
+375 17 254 56 53, +375 17 254 79 59,
Velcom +375 29 303 37 03,
MTS +375 33 673 37 03.
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The company "ABFF-Travel" reserves the right to make some changes to the tour program without reducing
the overall volume and quality of services, including providing a replacement for the hotel for an equivalent.
The company "ABFF-Travel" is not responsible:
- for the validity of the tourist's passport;
- for delays at the borders and the appearance of traffic jams.

